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Fao the examiner
Having gone through the hearing and listened to wpl on their quest to run rough shod over the
little community "hardly London" I think one comment re foot path closure it just strengthens my
opinion as to their plan to get this through and sell it on as a concern nothing more than a cash
cow and not for the good of infrastructure of the country.
Other projects of this nature stand idle until government subsidies are gained if this is the case it's
not an essential requirement but is very lucrative for the parties behind the venture .
There seems to be a certain amount of shall we say lack of professionalism in their approach
considering the scale of the project to the lack of information for a catalogue of things still in the
wings
They have pushed people to their plans they are not wanted by us residents in very close proximity
they were not wanted at the MEALOR gas plant but forced access via compulsory order Scottish
power didn't want them on original statement but will have to facilitate them via compulsory
connection when built
The requirement in this area is non existent for what they'll produce if it's built if they get hand out
from government, sold on the premise of useful asset to the Ind Est which turned out to be hokum
The ramifications to us locals would be ignored causing further noise build up potential pollution
potential endangerment in gas leakage and explosions and not to mention the depreciation to
property prices
This if given the go ahead would be a total blot on the landscape too big a project for locality and
no landscaping in the world could soften it even if I their pictures of the site were accurate which
we know to be inaccurate even if "industry standard"
Promissory note for construction funds in place could a clause not be put in place that if it is built
they solely own it for a period of years ? Bet they'd run a mile from it then !
Also how could they recoup out lay if the government closing them in 2030 in phase out of gas
plants ? Doesn't equate if part time on demand site
Robert Eccleston
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